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The paper by Agostinelli, Leung, Yohai and Zamar (henceforth ALYZ) marks an
important step forward in that it proposes an estimator that is specifically designed
to tackle the combination of cellwise (ICM) and casewise (THCM) outliers. As it
was argued in the fast-growing literature on cellwise contamination cited by ALYZ,
cellwise outliers forma serious real-life problemwhichneeds to be addressed.Whereas
cellwise contamination is difficult enough by itself, the realistic situation inwhich both
cellwise and casewise outliers may occur in the data is even harder. The authors make
a point that the methods developed so far can handle one type of outliers or the other,
but not yet both.

The 2SGSmethod proposed byALYZ startswith an initial step inwhich coordinate-
wise outliers are flagged (relative to robust univariate estimates of location and scale)
and then set to NA. But the real workhorse of 2SGS is the second step, the general-
ized S-estimator (GSE) of Danilov et al. (2012) which provides a robust estimate of
multivariate location and scatter in the presence of missing values.

As far as we know, 2SGS is currently the best available method for dealing with
the combination of cellwise and casewise outliers, as seen in the simulations provided
by ALYZ as well as our own. But we think there remains room for improvement on
two fronts; so further research would be welcome.

The first aspect that seems too limiting is that the initial step flags cellwise outliers
based solely on their value for that single variable, so in this step no correlation
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Table 1 Computation time in seconds

Dimension 2SGS HSD SnipEM CovScores DetMcdScores

10 0.06 0.38 1.07 0.002 0.02

20 0.45 1.02 3.32 0.003 0.09

30 1.94 2.21 9.01 0.008 0.27

40 5.95 6.14 15.56 0.012 0.64

50 14.06 10.96 34.08 0.015 1.26

structure is taken into account yet. On the other hand, it is well known that a point can
be outlying without any of its coordinates being outlying. It would thus be better if the
first step could already use some information about the correlation structure, which
2SGS considers in the second step.

In connection with this, we drew histograms of the correlations between the uncon-
taminated variables in the simulation setup of ALYZ and found that most correlations
were rather small, especially with increasing dimension p. So we added a different
setup, in which the correlation matrix C between the uncontaminated variables has
entries

Cjk = ρ|j−k| (1)

with 0 < ρ < 1. The casewise outliers were generated in the same way as in ALYZ, in
the direction of the last eigenvector. But whereas ALYZ generated cellwise outliers by
replacing cells by the value k, we put in the values k and−k at random to compensate
for the fact that the correlations in (1) are all positive.

The second aspect is computational complexity. The first step of 2SGS is fast, but
the second step is not, due to the many iterations in the GSE algorithm. This hinders
scalability of the method, as our Table 1 illustrates that the computation time goes up
rapidly with the dimension p. We do not knowwhether this complexity is intrinsic, but
it seems worthwhile to search for faster approaches. The challenge will be to combine
speed with robustness.

One such simple, but less robust approach is to replace each cell xi j by

MAD j Φ−1
(
R(xi j )

n + 1

)
, (2)

where MAD j is the normalized median absolute deviation of variable j, and R(xi j ) is
the rank of xi j in variable j . A trivial approach we call CovScores is then to compute
the classical covariance matrix of (2), as was done in one of the initial estimators of the
deterministic minimum covariance determinant (DetMCD) algorithm of Hubert et al.
(2012). This of course corresponds to computing the normal scores correlation matrix
(also called the Van der Waerden rank correlation matrix). The same approach was
taken by Öllerer and Croux (2014), who used the resulting covariance matrix as input
to the GLASSO algorithm of Friedman et al. (2008) to obtain a sparse estimate of the
precision matrix. In any case, the normal scores covariance matrix can be computed
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Fig. 1 Kullback–Leibler divergence of the 2SGS, CovScores, and DetMcdScores shape matrices under
cellwise contamination. The clean data were generated from (1) with ρ = 0.9 and then contaminated by 5
and 10 % of outliers. Top 20 dimensions, bottom 40 dimensions

blazing fast (see our Table 1), and one would expect CovScores to be rather robust
against cellwise outliers but not so much against casewise outliers.

To have at least some chance of dealing with casewise outliers, we can transform
the data as in (2) and then apply DetMCD instead of the classical covariance. Let us
call this DetMcdScores. DetMCD is of course much faster than GSE, but since we do
not take out cellwise outliers first, we would not expectDetMcdScores to work as well
as 2SGS.

Our Fig. 1 shows the performance of 2SGS, CovScores and DetMcdScores in the
case of cellwise outliers (ICM). The clean data were generated according to (1) in
dimension p = 20 and 40, and then 5 or 10 % of the cells were replaced by the values
k and −k. Since we are not particularly interested in relative scale factors, all scatter
matrices were normalized to shapematrices (i.e., their determinant wasmade 1) before
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Fig. 2 Kullback–Leibler divergence of the 2SGS, CovScores, and DetMcdScores shape matrices under
casewise contamination. The clean data were generated as in Fig. 1, and then contaminated by 5 and 10%
of casewise outliers in the direction of the last eigenvector

computing their Kullback–Leibler divergence LRT. Naturally, 2SGS performs best,
whereas the LRT of CovScores is higher but at least stays bounded, unlike most other
estimators in Fig. 1 of ALYZ. DetMcdScores is only slightly better here.

For casewise outliers (THCM) the situation changes, as seen in Fig. 2. Now, the
LRT of CovScores grows without bound, whereas that of DetMcdScores increases at
first but then comes down again, just like 2SGS. Still,DetMcdScores is not competitive
with 2SGS, but it is much faster as seen in Table 1. This makes us think that it might
be worthwhile to invest in creating a faster version of the GSE estimator to speed up
2SGS.

Our final comment is about the application in Section 5. There, ALYZ compare
cellwise distances with the threshold (χ2

1 )−1(0.991/(np)) and do something similar
to the cutoff for the pairwise distances and for the p-wise distances, to account for
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multiple comparison. We do not think that is appropriate here, as the question is to
estimate the proportion of outlying cellwise (or pairwise or casewise) distances, as
reported in their Table 3. The multiple testing correction would be more justifiable if
the question was whether there are any (cellwise, pairwise, or casewise) outliers in
the data. Intuitively, if these were not real but generated data, the adjusted formulas
would yield quite different proportions in Table 3 merely by doubling the sample size.
Of course, comparing with the usual cutoffs like (χ2

1 )−1(0.99), (χ2
2 )−1(0.99) and

(χ2
p)

−1(0.99) would yield higher proportions in Table 3, especially for the casewise
outliers, but this is in accordance with the formula ε = 1− (1− ε)p given by ALYZ,
which says that ICM yields a lot of contaminated cases.
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